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Spatial data mining is to mine high-level spatial information
and knowledge from large spatial databases. A spatial data
mining system prototype, GeoMiner, has been designed and
developed baaed on our years of experience in the research
and development of relational data miniig system, DBMiner,
and our research into spatial data ruining. The data min-
ing power of GeoMiner inclndes rniniig three kinds of rules:
chamcteriutic rules, cornpnrison rules, and association rules,
in gee-spatial databases, with a planned extension to include
mining classification rules and clustering ruleu, The SAND
(Spatial And Nonspatial Data) architecture is applied in the
modeling of spatiid databases, whereas GeoMiner includes
the spatial data cube instruction module, spatial on-line
anaigtical processing ( OLA P) module, and spatial data min-
ing modules. A spatial data mining language, GMQL ( Geo-
Mining Que~ Language), ia designed and implemented as an
extension to Spatial SQL [3], for spatial data mining. More-
over, an interactive, user-friendly data mining interface is
constructed and tools are implemented for vieurdization of
discovered spatial knowledge.

1 Introduct”w

With the rapid progress of research into data mining rmd
data warehousing in recent years [5], many data mining
and data warehousing systems have been developed for min-
ing knowledge in relational databases and data warehouses.
Spatial data mtilng is a subfield of data mining that deals
with the extraction of implicit knowledge, spatial relation-
ships, or other interesting patterns not explicitly stored in
spatial databases. With a huge amount of spatial data col-
lected by satellite telemetry systems, remote sensing sys-
tems, regional sales systems and other data coUection tools,
it ia crucial to develop tools for discovery of interesting
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knowltxige from large spatial databases. In addition, many
relational databases contain spatial information as well, such
as the residence of a customer or the location of a store.
Therefore, it is important to mine knowledge related to both
spatial and nonspatial objects in huge databases. Unfortu-
nately, there have not been many spatial data mining sye-
tems reported in previous studies.

Recent advances in the research on spatial data struc-
tures and spatial databases enable the creation of large spa-
tial databases which can be queried in an effective way [3, 6].
These advances in combination with the researches into spa-
tial reasoning [3] and the advances in data mining in rela-
tional databasea [5] promote the research into spatial data
mining [4, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].

The GeoMiner research group in our Database Systems
Research Labomtory has been working on data mining and
especially spatial data mining for several years. Based on
our previous research into spatial data mining [10, 12, 13]
and our experience in the research and development of a re-
lational data mining system DBMh-ier [7, 8, 9], a spatial data
mining eystem prototype, GeoMiner, has been designed and
developed. The current GeoMiner system includes the spatial
data cube construction module. the soatial on-line analytical,. .
processing (OLAP) module, and spatial data mining modules
which consist of data mining modules for mining chamcter-
istic r-den, comparison rules, and association rules.

The SAND (Spatial And Nonspatial Data) architecture
is applied in the modeling of spatial databases, whereas spa-
tial data mining modules include mining both spatial knowl-
edge and the relationships between spatial and nonspatial
components. A spatial data mining language, GMQL (Geo-
Mining Query Language), is designed and implemented as
an extension to Spatial SQL [3]. Moreover, an interactive,
user-friendly data mining interf-we is constructed and tools
are also implemented for visualization of spatial data and
the d~overed spatial knowledge.

A more detailed description of the GeoMiner svstem is. .
presented in Section 2. A summary and a discussion of our
on-going research are in Section 3.

2 GeoMiner: A databaae mining system prototype

The GeoMiner system is an extension and evolution from
a relational data mining system, DBMiner, researched and
developed in our laboratory [9]. The DBMiner system (see
references and the system via http://db.cs.sfu.ca/DBMiner)
currently contains the following five data mining functional
modules: chamcterizer, compamtor, a.wociator, predictor,
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Figure 1: Generil architecture of GeoMiner

and chwsijier. Several additional data mining modules, in-
cluding mining time-related data, are at the research and
development stage. DBMiner is implemented by integration
of data miniig and data warehousing techniques, includ-
ing data cube construction and manipulation [9], attribute-
onented induction [7], multi-level association analysis [8],
statistical data analysis, machine learning, etc., for mining
relational data.

GeoMiner is constructed on top of the DBMiner system.
The functions for mining nonspatial data are directed to the
DBMiner system; whereas those for mining spatial data and
the relationships between spatial and nonspatial data are
performed by the dedicated GeoMiner functions.

The major features of the current system include min-
ing three kinds of knowledge rules in spatial databases, the
integration of data miring and data warehousing technoh+
gies, interactive mining of multi-level rules, integration with
commercial relational databases and geographic information
systems, good performance in anrdyzing large spatial data
sets, and multiple forms of outputs, including generalized
maps, generalized relations, cross-tabulation, multiple level
rules, charts, curves, etc.

Figure 1 shows the general architecture of GeoMiner which
consists of (1) a graphical user interface for interactive min-
ing and the display of data mining results in the form of
tables, charts, maps, etc.; (2) a set of discovery modules,
including three existing modules: geo-chamcterizer, geo-
compamtor, and geo-as.mciator, and four planned ones: geo-
classifier, geo-pmdictor, geo-cluuter analyzer, and gee-pattern
analgze~ (3) a spatial database server, which may include
hfapZnjo, ESRI/Omcle SDE, Znformiz-Illustm, or other spa-
tial database engin~ and (4) the data- and knowledge-base,
storing nonspatial data, spatial data, and concept hierar-
chies.

The functionalitiea of the three existing modules are de-
scribed as follows.

●

●

●

Geo-characterizer.

This module mines a set of characteristic rules at mul-
tiple levels of abstraction from a relevant set of data in
a spatial database. It provides users with a multi-level,
multi-angle view of the data in the database.

Two spatial mining algorithms, spatial-dominated and
nonspatizd-domin ated generalization, have been stud-
ied in our previous work [12], which correspond to two
different orientations in data generalization, similar
to the answering of the following two questions: (1)
given spatial hiemrchies of Western Canada, describe
geneml weather patterns according to region partitions;
and (2) giuen nonspatial hiemrchies, such as tempem-

tum, precipitation, etc., describe (i.e., outline) the re-
gions in Western Canada based on their genemlized
weather pattern9.

Gee-comparator.

This module mines a set of comparison rules which
contrast the general featurea of different classes of the
relevant sets of data in a database. It compares one set
of data, known as the target class, to the other set(s)
of data, known as the contrasting class(es).

For example, the module may show the diflemnces in
weather patterns between British Columbia (B. C.) and
Alberta, or find the clusters or features related to the
locations which differentiate the profiting shops fiorn
the non-prajiting ones.

Geo-associator.

This module finds a set of strong spatial-related as-
sociation rules from the relevant set(s) of data in a
spatial database. An association rule shows the fre-
quently occurring patterns (or relationships) of a set
of data items in a database. A typical spatial associ-
ation rule is in the form of ‘X + Y(s$%, c’70)” where
X and Y are sets of spatial or nonspatial predicates,
sYo is the support of the rule (the probability that X
and Y hold together among all the possible cases), and
CYOis the confidence of the rule (the conditional prob-
ability that Y is true under the condition of X). An
efficient algorithm for mining spatial association rules
has been proposed in our previous study [10].

An example of mining spatial association rules is as
follows, ‘what are the relationships among Canadian
towns, their population, closeness to water, and close-
ness to the nationai border?” One possible association
rule among many to be found is “ii a Canadian town

is large and is adjacent to large water body it is close
to the U.S. border, with the possibility of 7’8%.”

In the development of these functioned modules, several
data mining techniques are adopted based on the results
of our previous research, including attribute-oriented induc-
tion [7], spatial-dominated and nonspatial-dominated gen-
emlization techniques [12], progressive deepening at mining
multi-level association rules [8], ezplomtion of refined geo-

algorithms step-by-step [10], etc.
It is important to note that the flexibfity of GeoMiner

is at its abtity to perform multi-level spatial mining. Data
and objects in spatial databases often contain detailed in-
formation at the primitive level of abstraction. It ia often
desirable to summarize a large set of data and present it
at a high (abstraction) level. For example, one may like to
summarize the detailed temperature and precipitation data
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in an area and present its general weather pattern. This re-
quires generalization-based doto mining which first abstracts
a large set of relevant data from a low concept level to rela-
tively h~h onea and then performs knowledge extraction on
the generalized data. However, with blind generaJization,
data may be generalized to too high level. Users may like to
drill-down to specific features or regions to examine the de-
tails. Therefore, the system providea not only the power of
generalization, but also the power of specialization for flexi-
ble concept description (i.e., characterize and comparator).
This feature ia simiiar to that of OLAP in many data ware-
houses. Ffowever, a plain OLAP processor cannot find gen-
eral concept descriptions, associations, and classifications,
without proper extensions, whereas a data miner will find
such distinct featurea at multiple levels of abstraction.

A Gee-Mining Query Language, GMQL, ia designed and
implemented as an extension to Spatial SQL, for spatial data
mining.

The following examples demonstrate how to use GMQL
and perform data mining in gee-spatial databases.

Example 2.1 To characterize weather patterns in B.C. by
displaying the regions in relevance to temperature and pre-
cipitation, the spatial data mining query can be expressed
in GMQL as follows.

mine spatial characteristics
as “B.C. temperature and precipitation distribution”
analyze geo
in relevance to temperature, precipitation
from weather.probe
where time.period = “summer” and year = 1996

and area-name = ‘British-Columbia”

To process this query, the system first retrieves the rel-
evant set of data by processing a spatial database query,
which retrieves all the weather probes in B. C., with the
data related to tempemture, precipitation, and the associ-
ated area-name, and with time-period being in the summer
of 1996.

Baaed on the given query and the concept hierarchies
for temperature and precipitation, a non-spatial-dominated
generalization ia performed as follows.

First, generalization is performed on the non-spatial hi-
erarchies: temperature and precipitation, which may gener-
rdize temperature values into cod, warm, hot, very hot, etc.,

and precipitation values into very wet, wet, modemtely-wet,
modemtely-dry, etc. Such nonspatial generalization triggers
the merge of the connected regions where the probes are
located, with the same (generalized) temperature and pre-
cipitation descriptions. The spatial merge generates a set of
consolidated regions. Some approximation algorithms (such
as smoothing or ignoring minor outiiers or island regions)
can be applied, and the generalization can terminate when
the number of distinct merged regions reaches a small num-
ber defined by a prespecified genemlization threshold.

Notice that drill-down or roll-up can be performed inter-
actively on such generalized data to zoom-in or zoom-out
the generalized spatial region or to examine the detaila of
their associated nonspatial properties. Concept hierarchies
can be created by users or domain experts, but also gen-
erated automatically based on value distribution or some
clustering algorithms.

o

In Example 2.1, mining is performed by generalizing
along the nonspatird hierarchy which triggers the merge of
spatial regions. Thus such generrdization is called nonspatial
data-dominated genemlization [12].

Alternatively, spatial data-dominated generalization can
be performed if a spatial region hierarchy ia given. Such a
generalization process may first generalize small regions to
some large regions and the numeric data, such as temper-
atures and precipitation, associated with the small regions
can be averaged or clustered in the large regions for better
characterization. Figure 2 is a snapshot of such a mining
process.

Example 2.2 The task of comparison the weather patterns
of B.C. vs. Aiberta by displaying the precipitation (map)
with respect to temperature and area partition can be ex-
pressed in GMQL as follows.

mine spatial comparison

as “Precipitation: B.C. vs. Alberta”
for “B.C.”
where areaname = “British-Columbian
versus “Alberta”

where areamame = “Alberta”
anaIyze precipit ation, geo
in relevanceto temperature, areaname
from weather-probe
where time-period = “July” and year = 1996

To process this query, the system first retrieves the rel-
evant set of data including tempemture, precipitation, and
area-name, from the relation weather-probe in B.C. and Al-
berta, within the time+eriod of July 1996. The collected
data are partitioned into two contr~ting classes: “British
Columbia” and ‘Alberta”. Generalization and specialization
are based on the hierarchies associated with two dimensions:
tempemture and area-name. The measurements include two
attributes, precipitation and gee. ❑

Furthermore, spatial association rules can be mined in
gee-spatial databases based on the similar philosophy for
mining association rules in transaction databases [1]. We
examine the following example.

Example 2.3 To find strong gee-spatial associations de-
scribing large towns in British Columbia, a GMQL mining
query can be defined as follows.
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mine spatial associations

as “large. BCtown”

in relevance to water .name, states. area.name

from towns, water, statea, provinces
where towns.population >25000 and

towns.geo inside provincee.geo and
provinces. area-name = “Britieh-Columb~a” and
g-closdo(towns.gee, water.gee, 10, “km” ) and
water.area > 3 and
gxloado(towns.gee, statee.gee, 75, ‘km”) and
statee.areamame = “USA”

This query is to find association relationshipa between
large BC towns and large water bodke and areaa in USA.
Multi-level association rules can be mined by climbing up
and stepping down along any of the two dimensions (name
of water bodies or areamamee in the statea relation). The
detailed association rule mining algorithms have been stud-
ied by many researchers [2], and our spatial mining method
is baaed on our study on the methods for mining spatial
association rules [10].

For example, the following association rules may be de-
rived from the spatial data set.

ia-a(X, “large-BCtown”) A + cloee-to(X, “sea”) (4fJ~o, 52~o)

is-a(X, “large-BCtown” ) A close-to(X, “Georgia-Strait” )
+ close-to(X, “USA”) (30%, 90%).

Notice that the two numbers in parentheses (s, c) indicate
the support and confidence of the rule, respectively. ❑

3 Conclus”ws

We have designed and developed au interesting spatial data
mining system prototype, GeoMiner. The current system
mines three kinds of spatial knowledge from gespatial datx
bases and demortatratea a prornisii dkction in the study
of spatial data ruining. According to our research and de
velopment plan, more data mining functionalities will be
incrementally added into the system.

The sample spatial database, that we use for demo is
a TIGER/ Line’95 U.S. Western states spatial database to-
gether with the census data for U.S. counties and cities. The
TIGER database contains spatial information about hydrol-
ogy, transportation and other objects like national and state
parks, churches, cemeteries, universities, etc.

Thw preliminary experimental and development work on
spatial data mining has promoted our further study in this
direction. Some on-going themes that we plan to develop in
the near future are illustrated as follows.

s Further enhancement of the power and efficiency of
the knowledge d~overy mechanisms, including the
improvement of rule quality and system performance
for the existing functional modules.

● So far, we have been considering knowledge discovery
only from single thematic maps. However, we are ex-
ploring efficient algorithms that handle multiple the-
matic maps aa well.

● Besides the functional modules mentioned above, we
plan to add gee-predictor and gee-classifier. Their
relational counterpart, predictor and classifier, have
been implemented in the DBMiner system. Moreover,
there have been some interesting studies on efficient
spatial clustering algorithms, such as [4, 13, 14]. It is

●

important to include some spatial clustering function-
ality in the GeoMlner system. Finally, we investigate
pattern analysis and plan to incorporate it into the
GeoMlner system.

Further development of high-level, user-friendly inter-
faces for inter~tive spatial-data mining and visual pre-
sentation of the discovered knowledge.
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